Efficient transport of cold atoms or ions is a subject of increasing concern in many experimental applications reaching from quantum information processing to frequency metrology. For the scalable quantum computer architectures based on the shuttling of individual ions, different transport schemes have been developed, which allow to move single atoms minimizing their energy gain. In this article we discuss the experimental implementation of the transport of a three-dimensional ion cloud in a macroscopic linear radiofrequency (RF) trap. The present work is based on numerical simulations done by molecular dynamics taking into account a realistic experimental environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the very first experiments of guided ion beams by radiofrequency (RF) electric fields [1] , the transport of ions is a relevant issue in experiments involving trapped ions. For many different applications it is important to shuttle ions from one trap to another, the main conditions being the absence of heating of the atoms and the maximisation of the transported ion number. Ion transport has become a standard item in mass spectrometry experiments, where it is often coupled to external ion creation, by various techniques reaching from Electrospray Ionization (ESI) (see for example [2] ) to the production of exotic ions at CERN [3] . In most of these experiments, the efficiency of transport has to be high, without necessarily reaching 100 %. In some situations, the use of buffer gas increases performances as it damps eventual heating. Different geometries of linear RF guides can be used, from the most popular quadrupolar geometry to the 22-pole one. Already in the early years, ion transport was shown to depend on the RF-phase of the trapping field [4] .
Recent advances in quantum information processing, in particular the different realizations of scalable architectures [5] rely on the transport of single ions. Transported ions have to be kept in a very low vibrational level, if not the ground vibrational state, with extremely high fidelity. Very low ion temperatures are reached by laser-cooling, without the need for a thermalizing buffer gas. These experiments require the shuttling of the ion, which means that the sample is transferred many times back and forth between the different parts of the trapping device. The duration of the transport process is an issue, as it constitutes a dead-time between two gate operations and the challenge consists in reaching the low heating constraint outside the adiabatic regime. Two recent experiments demonstrated fast transport of a single ion with an energy gain as low as 0.1 vibrational quanta : Walther et. al report the shuttling of an ion over 280 µm in 3.6 µs which represents five oscillation periods [6] whereas Bowler et. al shuttled their ion over 370 µm in 8 µs which represents 16 oscillation periods [7] .
Concerning many-body systems, transport of an ensemble of neutral atoms has been demonstrated for cold atoms and Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) making use of shortcuts to adiabacity [8, 9] . In [8] a cloud of a few 10 6 cold atoms is shuttled back and forth in an optical tweezer by a distance of 22.5 mm, using times as short as 4 oscillation periods. The use of an optical tweezer is very advantageous as it can be moved with minimal deformation. The faster than adiabatic transport scheme used in [8] relies on this non-deformation and it can not be extrapolated to trapping potentials in large RF traps, as justified in III. The scheme designed in [9] for the decompression evolution was engineered using dynamics invariants and the scaling of the equation of motion of an non-interacting gas and of a BEC in the Thomas-Fermi limit. Such decompression generates a vertical displacement of the centre of mass due to the competition between the gravity and the trapping potential. The long-range Coulomb repulsion makes it difficult to adapt this shortcut to adiabaticity scheme to a set of trapped ions.
In this article we discuss the experimental implementation of the transport of a threedimensional ion cloud in a macroscopic linear radiofrequency (RF) trap. Our experiment [10, 11] is designed to investigate the dynamics and thermodynamics of large ion clouds in potentials of different geometry. The double trap which combines a quadrupole and an octupole confinement zone is similar to the trap developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JET) [12] . This type of configuration requires the shuttling of the trapped ions back and forth between the different trapping zones, as was first demonstrated by JD Prestage et al. [13] . The control of the dynamics of very large clouds is also interesting for the study of frequency standards in the microwave regions, where wavelengths in the cm-range assure trapping in the Lamb-Dicke domain [14] for all millimeter-sized traps.
Experimentally, we are able to shuttle cold ion clouds in our double trap with an efficiency higher than 90% [15] . In order to control heating processes during transport, we rely on numerical simulations based on molecular dynamics. The code realistically describes the ions in their environment, by taking into account all relevant forces (trapping potential, Coulomb interaction) as well as laser-cooling as a stochastic process. The mechanical effect of light is implemented by momentum kicks induced by photon absorption and emission, like described in [16, 17] . Trap potentials can be described either analytically or by directly making use of the SIMION potential grid reproducing the experimental geometry of the electrodes. Throughout this paper, if not otherwise indicated, we use the standard experimental parameters of our set-up within the quadrupole part [11] , as well as the calcium ion mass for the molecular dynamics simulations.
The present manuscript is organized as follows. The following section is devoted to the energy gain of a single ion transported along a 1D translated potential. Different gates are compared and the relevant time scales are identified. The analogies between the single ion energy gain and the same figure of merit for the centre of mass (CM) of an ion cloud are then shown in the case of an ideal translated harmonic potential. In section III, we introduce the constraints and limits induced by the experimental implementation of a given gate in a macroscopic trap designed for large clouds. We focus on the energy gain due to the time variation of the harmonic potential and to the non-harmonic contribution of the potential. In the last subsection, the effect of the number of trapped ions on the transport efficiency is analyzed.
II. ION TRANSPORT BY TRANSLATING A HARMONIC POTENTIAL
A. Single ion shuttling
In the limit case where ions are trapped in a harmonic potential of constant steepness, the CM of an ion cloud follows the same dynamics as a single ion [18] . Therefore, we use the single ion case as a starting point for our study of an ion cloud transport. In the ideal case where the ion can be transported by translating a stationary harmonic potential characterized by a constant eigen-frequency ω 0 and a moving minimum, z min (t), the trapping potential can be written as
where m is the mass of the ion. Assuming an ion initially at rest at the equilibrium position, the final energy of the ion after a transport of duration t gate , can be obtained analytically [19] by introducing a generalised kinetic energy E(t gate ) = m|Ξ(t gate )| 2 /2 which depends on the acceleration of the potential minimum along the transport like
This expression is a well known result connecting the transferred energy to the Fourier transform of the force pushing the ion, at frequency ω 0 . It can serve as a figure of merit to compare different gates, like done in [19, 20] where three different kinds of potential-minimum time profiles are compared, which stand for different characteristic behavior of the initial, final, and average acceleration. Since the publication of this comparison, Torrontegui et al. designed a polynomial gate for fast transport without heating based on the dynamical invariants associated to the Hamiltonian [21] .
In this paper, we compare the above mentioned four analytical potential-minimum time profiles, for the single ion case and in the ion cloud regime. The general expression for these time profiles is
with H(t) the Heaviside step function and f i , one of the analytic gates listed below, with s = t/t gate the relative gate duration and L the shuttling distance :
The impact of the N H coefficient of Eq. (6) is analyzed in [20] and we choose N H = 4 throughout this paper as a compromise between a linear (N = 1) and a step function (N → ∞). The polynomial gate designed in [21] is the only one which depends explicitly on the considered harmonic potential. The final energy of a single ion shuttled by each of these gates can be analytically derived. The expressions for the expected energy for the linear, sinusoidal and polynomial profiles as a function of the oscillation phase during the shuttling θ = ω 0 t gate are:
The hyperbolic tangent leads to a very complex expression that can be found in Eq. 101 of [20] . For comparison, we computed numerically |Ξ(t gate )| 2 for the hyperbolic tangent case. This final energy is converted into temperature and plotted on figure 1 (green lines) and compared with the polynomial case. The evolution with the shuttling duration share the same features : a decreasing envelope for the maximum energy gain, and a periodic cancellation of the energy gain related to the harmonic oscillation in the potential. The hyperbolic tangent profile is the only one giving rise to a behavior with two very different time scales, like noticed in [20] : the periodic cancellation appears only for a minimum value of θ, which depends on the chosen N H . For shorter shuttling times, the energy gain reaches very high values and decreases drastically as a function of duration. For longer shuttling time constants, the envelope shows a continuous decrease that is faster than that of the other three gates. On long time scales, a comparison of the expected energies show that the hyperbolic tangent gate seems to be the most advantageous for transport without heating. The energy gain expected from Eq. 2 has been experimentally verified with cold atoms in an optical tweezer like described in the introduction. The periodic cancellation of the energy gain allows to realize faster than adiabatic transport with no excitation of the center of mass (CM) motion [8] .
As we want to extrapolate the single ion case to the transport of an ensemble of ions with different initial conditions, we start by computing the transport-induced energy gain for a single ion with a non-null initial velocity. This is done by integrating the equation of motion during the transport, including the force derived from the moving harmonic potential of Eq.(1), for an ion initially at the potential minimum with a kinetic energy corresponding to a temperature of 1mK, its velocity vector oriented towards the shuttling destination.
In the case of the linear and sinusoidal potential-minimum time profiles, no major differences can be observed, except for the values of the periodic minima: while the linear profile results in a periodic cancellation of the energy gain, the sinusoidal gate cancels the total energy. This difference can be of importance in single ion shuttling experiment if the ion's energy needs to be reduced. The blue lines in Figure 1 show the results of the simulation for the hyperbolic tangent and the polynomial gates which differ strongly from the immobile ion case. In the polynomial case, the final energy completely looses its periodic features and equals exactly the initial energy. Actually, this gate has been designed for an immobile start and arrival [21] , it is very robust against a non-zero initial velocity and no energy gain was observed from this gate in the velocity range we explored. On the other hand , an ion shuttled with a hyperbolic tangent gate still shows a final energy with a periodic structure when starting with non-zero initial energy. For short enough shuttling durations, the minimum energy equals the initial energy whereas after a few tens of oscillation periods, the final energy after shuttling is reduced below the initial value. The exact gate duration for which an energy loss starts to be observed depends on the initial velocity of the ion: the larger the initial velocity, the shorter shuttling it takes for an ion to reduce its energy.
B. Ion cloud transport
As demonstrated in [18] for two ions, the motion of the CM of an ion cloud is expected to follow the dynamics of a single ion if the translated potential is harmonic with a constant oscillation frequency ω 0 . Extending this analogy to a cloud of N 0 ions with Coulomb repulsion requires to consider the dynamics in 3D. In a first step, we choose the trapping potential in an ideal RF linear quadrupole trap
We set the trap parameters in the adiabatic regime [22] with a Mathieu parameter q x = 0.14 (V RF = 250 V, Ω/2π = 5.25 MHz for r 0 = 3.93 mm). V DC is fixed at 1 V, a value too small to modify the potential depth but sufficient to prevent the cloud rotation observed in this kind of simulation in axially symmetric potentials [17] . In the adiabatic approximation, the radial oscillating potential is equivalent to a harmonic static potential characterized by ω x /2π = 281 kHz. Furthermore, we choose for ω 0 a value which leads to an aspect ratio R/L of the ion cloud in the cold limit equal to 0.31, which corresponds to a 3D morphology with a cigar shape [23, 24] . This implies that ω 0 /2π = 124 kHz and the effective radial harmonic potential is given by ω r = 267 kHz. Such values correspond to our experimental set-up as described in [11] . Before shuttling, the initial conditions of each ion are prepared in three steps : first, the ions are set at random positions following a Gaussian distribution, and with zero velocity. From this moment on, they are submitted to the trapping force and the Coulomb repulsion. After 100 RF periods, where no cooling is applied, the thermal bath technique is used: at a time for which the RF-driven velocity is null, the ion velocity is periodically rescaled in the three directions such as to reach a temperature of the ensemble equal to T bath = 1 mK to within a 1% precision [25] . Finally, the thermal bath is turned off and the ions are submitted to laser Doppler cooling for an evolution time of 5 ms. In our case, the laser beam propagates along the trap symmetry axis, which is sufficient to cool the ion cloud in the three degrees of motion because of its 3D morphology [17] . We treat the atomic system as a two-level atom and chose laser interaction parameters in the slightly saturated regime (s=1.5 for a detuning corresponding to 2.5 times the natural linewidth) which allows the velocity distribution to reach an equilibrium corresponding to a temperature T ≈ 4 mK. With the chosen trapping parameters, the phase transition to a Coulomb crystal is expected to happen at 5 mK, if we use the condition demonstrated for the bulk [26] . As most simulations imply only 100 ions, this transition is expected to happen for a lower temperature. Experimentally, it has been observed that small samples, laser cooled to 4 mK, form an organized and steady structure, even if ions jump from site to site in this structure [27] . It is important here that the kinetic energy of the ions is negligible compared to the Coulomb repulsion when they are ready for transport. The laser cooling is kept during the transport but we estimated that its role is negligible, as the Doppler effect induced by the transport shifts the ions out of resonance. The dynamics simulations show that, once the transport completed, the CM oscillates with an amplitude depending on the transport duration. To have an estimation comparable with the total energy of a single ion, like given by Eq.(2), the maximum value taken by the CM velocity during the last six oscillations is selected to compute T CM r,z . Moreover, the shuttling is expected to induce some discrepancies between the kinetic energy in the radial and axial directions, we have therefore measured both of them separately. The kinetic energy of the CM is converted into a temperature
The energy transferred to the CM of the ion cloud during transport is plotted on figure 2 for comparison with a single ion. We only show the results for a hyperbolic tangent time profile as it is representative of the four considered profiles, except for some aspects that are detailed in the following.
Some conclusions are common to the four time profiles and extrapolate what was demonstrated for two atoms in [18] : for any transport duration, the only observed temperature increase concerns the motion of the CM along the axial direction. The temperature associated to this motion exhibits periodic minima as a function of the transport duration, like for a single ion, for the linear, sinusoidal and hyperbolic tangent profile. In this last case, the first minimum appears for t gate equal to 9 oscillation periods (see figure 2) whereas it is observable after only one or one and a half period for the two first profiles. For the polynomial profile, the temperature shows no energy gain for all the transport durations explored, like in the case of a single ion with a non null initial velocity. On this figure, the temperature minima for the clouds are lower than the one for the single ion transport because the CM initial velocity is much smaller than the one chosen for the single ion.
These results show that the polynomial gate offers a major advantage as the energy gain cancellation regime does not require specific transport duration and can theoretically be operated for times shorter than one oscillation period. However, if one could produce a moving constant harmonic potential, an ion cloud could be transported with a zero final temperature gain for any of the other time profiles discussed here, provided the appropriate transport duration is chosen.
All the previous analysis assumes a translated harmonic oscillator. In the following section, we present the limitations introduced by the experimental realization of such a transport and we study the effect of such limitations on the ion cloud heating.
III. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION
The practical realization of an ion-cloud transport is based on the time variation of the voltages applied to the electrodes used for the axial confinement. We will call such a voltage variation a waveform. In order to determine the required waveform, two approaches are found in the literature concerning single ion shuttling. The first one is to search for waveforms which keep the axial trapping potential as close as possible to a harmonic potential with a constant secular frequency throughout the transport. An experimental realization of this approach can be found in [28] , where a constrained least-squares optimization algorithm is used to transport an ion in a X junction and in [6, 7] for transport along a linear multizone trap, where the electrodes are sufficiently close to keep the local potential unchanged.
An alternative consists in using optimal control theory as done in [29] . In this approach, the algorithm output is a waveform that minimizes the ion's phase space displacement after the transport. What happens during the transport itself is not relevant (even if constraints can be imposed). Simulations based on the control theory require to solve the equations of motion as many times as required until the algorithm converges. This is computationally feasible for a small number of ions, but for a large ion cloud, the Coulomb interaction is too costly in calculation time to consider such an approach.
These examples [6, 7, 19, 28, 29] of shuttling within a well controlled potential were designed in micro-fabricated traps where the typical distance covered by the ion is of the order of few 100µm thanks to the variation of the voltage applied to a number of electrodes ranging from 4 to 20, with a large size compared to the covered distance. In our experiment, we aim to transport an ion cloud over a distance of 23 mm along an RF quadrupole trap split in two trapping zones by a 2 mm wide extra DC-electrode, setting to 3 the number of available electrodes for transport (see [11] for details on the experimental set-up). Regarding dimensions and external control parameters this is more comparable to the macroscopic setups used in mass spectrometry [2] , but without the damping role of buffer gas and with the objective of 100 % shuttling efficiency. In the next subsections, we address the issue of the design of the waveforms, as well as their impact on the ion temperature and ion number after transport.
A. Design of waveforms for ion transport
We now focus on what can be done for transport with three electrodes, the smallest number of electrodes available. Figure 3 shows the trap sketch including the potential distribution and notations. If we call φ i (x, y, z) the electric potential created by electrode i when 1V is applied to it, the total DC potential inside the trap can be expressed as [30] Φ(t, x, y, z) =
if V i (t) is applied to electrode i. In the following, the dependence on x and y is neglected due to the small size of the cloud with respect to the radial size of the trap, therefore φ i (x, y, z) can be written as φ i (z). Building a harmonic potential centered on the moving z min (t) implies that ∂Φ ∂z z min (t) = 0 (13)
where Q is the ion charge. Equation (13) leads to :
where φ ′ i (z) is the first order derivative relative to z. Depending on the shape of the electrodes, the φ i (z) function can take different forms but they always show a maximum at the center of the electrode which implies that φ ′ 2 (z 2 ) = 0 if we call z 2 the center of the second electrode. For any combination of V 1 (t) and V 3 (t), Eq (15) leads to a discontinuity of V 2 (t) when z min (t) = z 2 . One can avoid this discontinuity by imposing a constant relation between V 1 (t) and V 3 (t) given by
which simplifies to V 3 (t) = −V 1 (t)φ
(z 2 ) = 0, which may not be satisfied in a simulation where the space variables are discretized, as needed in the following. Indeed, the more general expression given by Eq.(16) allows the cancellation of the discontinuity even if the space grid does not match exactly the center of the second electrode. Furthermore, in a perfectly symmetric device where the central electrode splits the trap in two identical trapping zones, φ
Any asymmetry in the electrode environment breaks this equality and the ratio V 3 (t)/V 1 (t) has to be modified in order to cancel the discontinuity.
In the trap we consider here, the potential φ i (z) generated by each electrode has a FWHM of 3.9 mm which is far smaller than the distance between electrodes, equal to 23 mm (cf. Figure 3 ). Huge and unrealistic voltages are then required to obey Eq. (14) . To overcome this impossibility, we study the effect of the deformation of the potential along the transport where the only effective control concerns the position of the potential minimum. In practice, the ratio V 3 /V 1 is kept constant and chosen to cancel the discontinuity and V 2 (t) is designed such that z min (t) follows the chosen time profile. To have a realistic diagnostic, the molecular dynamics simulation of the cloud is carried out inside the potential generated from the real experimental geometry as given by SIMION8.1 [31] . The same potential is used to compute V 3 /V 1 and V 2 (t). To study the effects of the non-stationarity of the potential along the transport, we first expose the single ion case before studying the heating effect on a cloud. Fig.(2) ). The dashed lines with same color give the results for a transport in a 1D analytical harmonic potential (Eq.1) where ω 0 is replaced by ω(t).
B. Heating of the ions
1. The single ion case Figure 4 shows the final energy of an ion transported in a potential computed like explained above, for the four different time profiles defined by Eq.(4-7). We continue to express the transport duration in terms of a harmonic oscillation period 2π/ω 0 where ω 0 = ω z (t = 0) and ω z (t) is computed thanks to the second derivative of the total axial potential by
The ion starts at the potential minimum with an initial velocity equivalent to an energy of 1 mK, oriented towards the transport destination. The periodic minima of the energy gain observed for the translated harmonic potential are now washed out, except for the linear gate, for which a double period is observable. Except for these periodic minima, the final energy is several orders of magnitude higher than the initial one, showing a drastic heating. All gates show a decreasing final energy with longer transport durations, the lowest-lying energy curve is obtained for the sinus gate.
The waveform based transport is characterized by a major difference in the potential evolution compared to the translated harmonic potential transport : the spatial profile of the potential changes along the transport and eventually higher order terms become significant which contribute to the cloud heating. The calculated ω z (t) is plotted on figure 5 for the four potential minimum time profiles. Even if the time dependence of ω z (t) is different for the four different gates, the molecular dynamics simulation run in an axial potential reduced to its second order contribution show nearly exactly the same features as the one run in the full potential Φ(t, x, y, z) (see figure 4) in the four cases. This comparison demonstrates that the cause of the transport induced heating of a single ion is the time variation of the leading order coefficient, the extra terms having only a very small influence. The preservation of the periodic minima for the linear gate may be explained by its kinetic effect. In practice, a linear gate results in a kick forward at the beginning of the gate and a kick backward at its end resulting in a smaller sensitivity to the intermediate evolution.
The calculated ω z (t) shown on figure 5 for the four chosen time profiles all reach a value three orders of magnitude smaller than the initial one, at half gate duration, which in practice corresponds to a potential minimum located at the central electrode. This feature, caused by our experimental design, prevents to design an adiabatic transport scheme. Indeed, the adiabaticity criteria for a time varying secular frequency ω z (t) without transport is given byω/ω 2 < 1. Due to our trap geometry and trapping parameters, this condition leads to transport durations of 5 s to 60 s, depending on the chosen gate.
The ion cloud case
Considering the case of the ion cloud, we compare the final energy of the axial motion of the cloud's CM to the energy of a single ion transported in the same potential. Figure 6 shows that their behavior with the transport duration is essentially the same, provided that only the harmonic contribution to the axial potential is kept. This property is shared by the four tested profile gates and confirms a net increase of the CM energy induced by the transport, like already observed for the single ion case. When the simulations are run in the potential given by SIMION, figure 6 shows that for long enough gates (except for the linear one) the evolution of the energy in the cloud case differs from the single ion case. Indeed, after an initial decrease, the final CM energy curve splits from the single-ion case, deviating to higher values. The comparison of the sinus, tanh and polynomial gates shows that the two curves split when the energy in the CM motion reaches a value of the order of 40 K, which happens for very different transport durations depending on the chosen gate. This increase of the final energy of the CM makes long transport inappropriate for ion clouds, except with a linear gate (which presents other drawbacks presented in section III C). The higher order terms in the full axial potential probably play a role for long transport durations because of the spatial spreading of the cloud, larger for longer transport. Evidence of this can be found in Figure 7 , where the spreading of the cloud is analyzed by plotting the maximum distance between the CM and an ion in the cloud. For this figure, we choose two characteristic durations for transport by a sinus gate : one for which the numerical simulations give approximately the same final temperature for both potentials (t gate = 100 µs, ω 0 t gate /2π = 12.4) and one which results in different final energy (t gate = 400 µs, ω 0 t gate /2π = 49.6).
First, we observe that the spreading of the cloud along a transport during 100 µs is very similar in the full potential and in its harmonic contribution. The oscillations are the signature of the cloud breathing around its CM. The first breathing reaches maximum amplitude which happens around 60% of the transport duration. The situation is very different for the 400 µs transport. In this case, the breathing starts relatively sooner during the transport and the breathing in the full potential is rapidly out of phase with the one observed in the harmonic potential. The perturbations induced by the extra terms of the potential amplify the oscillation amplitude which translates into kinetic energy in the CM frame, which we refer to as internal energy. We assume that the non-harmonic terms are responsible for a coupling between internal and CM degrees of motion because the kinetic energy increase is relatively more pronounced on the CM motion than on the internal energy.
Concerning the evolution of the internal energy, it can be resumed as follows: the axial internal kinetic energy fluctuates around a mean value close to 100 K for long enough transport durations, independently of the transport duration and the gate used and for both cases, the full potential and its harmonic contribution.
Let's notice that in case of a transport in the full potential, this internal kinetic energy reaches very high values, as large as 10000 K , for short transport duration. It takes durations ranging from 50 µs for the sinus and polynomial gates, to 200 µs for the linear and tanh gates to reach the 100 K value. Concerning the radial internal kinetic energy, no drastic heating is observed for fast transports and the calculations give a mean value of 10 K for all gates in the full potential simulations, it can reach 30 K if only the harmonic contribution is used. If we analyze the same internal kinetic energy in a translated constant harmonic potential, we observe no increase at all of the internal kinetic energy which remains equal to 4 mK, like set by 
Doppler cooling (see II B).
Furthermore, if we keep the potential minimum immobile but apply to the trap a time variation ω z (t) like given by Eq. (17) identical to what is encountered in the moving full potential (see Fig 5) , we observe exactly the same evolution of the internal energy, all along the duration of the gate. We can conclude that it is the deformation of the harmonic part of the axial potential that is responsible for the internal heating of the cloud along its transport.
The radial and axial motion of the CM do not seem to couple as its radial energy ranges between 1 and 10 mK in the full potential after transport. The largest values (10 mK) are observed for the linear gate for any transport duration and for transport faster than 50 µs for the sinus and polynomial gates, and faster than 200 µs for the tanh gates (100 mK). The same characteristic transport durations were already identified for the internal axial kinetic energy. This small amount of energy is transferred to the radial motion through the non-harmonic part of the potential as it is as low as 0.1 mK if the transport is computed in the harmonic part of the potential, for any gate of any duration. Figure 8 shows the transport-induced variation of the internal temperature as a function of the initial temperature T 0 for 4 characteristic values : 4 mK, 4 K, 77 K and 300 K. We estimate that this variation can be explained by a transfer of Coulomb energy to kinetic energy, and therefore does not play an important role for temperatures above some tens of Kelvin.
In this section, we have addressed the heating issue, to enlighten the analogies and discrepancies with a single ion shuttling. In the next section, we focus on the other major concern with ion cloud transport : the transport efficiency.
C. Transport efficiencies
The drastic heating mentioned for very short transport duration does not necessarily induce an ion loss in the potential we simulate, whose depth is ≈28 eV = 336 · 10 3 K in the axial direction and 9.0 eV = 1.1 · 10 6 K in the radial direction. The transport efficiency is defined as the number of ions trapped in the destination part of the double trap set-up, once the transport is completed. The limits of 100 % efficient transport are shown by the shaded area in fig 6. Its lower boundary is due to the inertia of the ions. If the transport is very fast, analysis of the cloud dynamics shows that the ions never leave the first trap, as the gating potential (V 2 ) varies too fast for ions to move to the other part of the trap before the central potential is raised again. This behaviour is also observed for a single ion and thus does not depend on the number of trapped ions. The upper boundary for 100% transport is due to the fact that for too long gates the ion cloud spreads so much in the axial direction that some ions do not leave the initial part of the trap. The comparison between the different gates of figure 6 shows that this limit depends on the minimum time profile and is out of the scale of this figure for the hyperbolic tangent gate and for 100 ions. A comparison in transport efficiency for different initial ion numbers is made for the hyperbolic tangent gate in Figure 9 . After some gate duration, the efficiency diminish linearly with t gate , with an apparent change of slope. For an increasing number of ions, the long transport efficiency decreases more rapidly. This behaviour is characteristic of a number dependent non-linear effect and might be due to space charge effects [32] . If we plot the transport time at which the efficiency is no longer 100% for different N 0 (see figure 10 ), we observe a duration reduction indicating that for large ion clouds, there may be no transport duration for which 100% of the ions would be shuttled.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have carried out numerical simulations to identify the energy gain source and the cause of reduced efficiency in the shuttling of an ion cloud between the two parts of a linear RF traps separated by 2.3 cm. To compare our results with single ion experiments, we limited this study to four potential minimum time profiles already studied in the frame of single ion shuttling. Our transport protocol is limited by the distance between the electrodes controlling the translated trapping potential which induce deformation of this potential along the transport. Two causes of transport energy gain are identified. First, the deformation of the harmonic part of the potential is responsible for a large gain in the axial motion kinetic energy of the CM and for the washing out of the periodic energy gain cancellation, except for a linear potential minimum time profile. This deformation is also responsible for the gain in the kinetic energy in the CM frame for the four studied time profiles. Increasing the transport duration does not lead to a reduction of the CM energy gain because of the non-harmonic part of the potential which plays a role for long transport.
Nevertheless, an efficient (100%) and fast (200µs) transport of an ion cloud made of more than 1000 ions is possible at the expense of an energy gain very detrimental for cold ions but irrelevant for clouds with temperatures above 4 K. A challenge is now to design a gate that takes into account the time variation of the secular frequency to reduce the transport induced energy gain.
